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Abstract
The research paper is based on risk management research. See financial sector. Analysis of risk management practices in the financial sector, I conducted personal interviews and discussions with financial institutions. He is an expert in various areas of the financial sector, including banking, capital markets and taxation. The focus of this article was to look at the importance of risk management. Environments, types and ways to reduce negative impacts.
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1. Introduction
Risk has always been a part of financial activities, but risk management emerged in the 1990s. It has become an important business function for banks and other financial institutions. An important Part of the reason the country rose to prominence was because it suffered enormous losses. In the 1990s, global corporations overwhelmed financial institutions. More emphasis is placed on risk management and control. However, globalization and sector consolidation, product complexity and increasingly complex customer requirements lead to higher demand. Focus on avoiding losses due to adverse market conditions circumstances, failure of another party or inadequate control, structure or personnel. These factors have now led to greater regulation and regulation of banks and financial institutions. The principles of banking regulation proposed by Basel Capital must be respected.

Agreement. Internal controls need to be strengthened and disclosure and transparency need to be increased. It provides financial information and ensures effective supervision. The healthy functioning of banking and financial markets. Identity cards are also part of it. Proactive quantification, identification and implementation of various risks Effective risk management.

1.1 What is risk?
“Possibility of deviations from real returns due to investments "The expected return, including the ultimate risk of losing the initial investment.”

1.2 What is risk management?
“Risk management is the process of assessing risk and taking steps to achieve both. Put control measures in place to eliminate or reduce them.”

1.3 What is the financial sector?
"A category of companies that includes companies that provide financial services to the retail sector. Business (commercial) customers. The financial sector includes banking and investment. Funds, insurance companies, real estate”.

1.4 Types of risks
1) On macro level
1. Systematic risk: The risk that cannot be reduced or predicted in any manner and it is almost impossible to predict or protect you against this type of risk.
2. Unsystematic risk: It is explicit to assets feature and can usually be eliminated through a process called diversification.
2] On micro level
1. Market Risk: Market risk is the danger that comes from asset values or income fluctuating.
2. Group Risk: Group risk is the potential impact of risks arising in the parts of a firm’s group as well as those resulting from its own activities.
3. Credit Risk: A company is at risk of losing money if another party fails to meet its obligations.
4. Operational Risk: The damages resulting from poor or failed internal processes, human capital or systems, or from external incident.
5. Liquidity Gamble: The gamble that a firm doesn't keep up with adequate monetary assets to meet its liabilities as they fall due.
6. Reputational Risk: This is the risk that negative publicity will have a negative impact on the company's market position and shareholder value.
7. Exchange Rate Chance: The vulnerability of profits for financial backers that obtain unfamiliar speculations and wish to change over them back to their home money.
8. Interest Rate Risk: This risk is brought about by changes in interest rates.
9. Legal risk: The risk of loss caused by penalties or sanctions originating from court disputes due to breach of contractual and legal obligations, and penalties and sanctions pronounced by a regulatory body.
10. Strategic risk: The risk of loss caused by a lack of a long-term development component in the bank's managing team.
11. Business Hazard The vulnerability of pay brought about by the idea of an organization's business estimated by a proportion of working profit (pay streams of the firm).
13. Country Hazard: The gamble of putting subsidizes in another country by which a significant change in the political or monetary climate could happen...
14. Technology Risk: This risk is assoc.
15. Iated with computers and the communication technology.

2. Research Methodology
2.1 Data Collection
Essential information Essential information was created by talking monetary experts who included Portfolio Directors, rehearsing CA's and investors. Interview depended on an organized poll with emotional unconditional response.
Secondary data: Secondary data was collected from various magazines, reference books, journals as well as data published on internet.

3. Rationale of Study
"Without financial risk management it's not possible to add value to any business" Mr. Jignesh Shah, CMD - Financial Technologies Group (MCX).
The following factors have increased the need for special attention to risk management in modern corporations:
1. Large corporate with over increasing hierarchy and levels of manager; therefore, proper tools are essential to achieve the preferred results by covering the risks.
2. An increase in the products and services offered by financial institutions.
3. Global business sectors have become exceptionally multifaceted so the monetary exchanges and instruments as well.
4. Drastic increase in the number of international transactions (which carries its own risks).
5. Dependence of New & Emerging markets

Findings
Individual Conversation and Interview (for poll check annexure) was organized to explore about the works on winning in monetary area to deal with the component of hazard for example Risk the board. For the equivalent, we pick people from broadened fields and the rundown incorporates: Practicing CA, Private Portfolio Manager Banker, The information collected is clubbed with the secondary data and is presented as follows:

3.1 How to manage credit risk
Exposure Ceilings -Prudential Limit is linked to Capital Funds - say 15%h for individual borrower entity, 40%o for a group.
1. Review and renewal of the multi-tier credit approving authority and the constitutionally appropriate delegation of powers.
2. Risk Rating Model: By setting up all encompassing gamble scoring framework on a rating scale.
3. Risk based scientific pricing: Link loan pricing to potential loss. An asset class with high-risk category borrowed is to be priced high.
4. Portfolio Management: Establish a quantitative upper limit on the total exposure to particular rating categories, divide borrowers into various industry and business groups, and carry out rapid portfolio reviews.
5. Loan Review Mechanism: Identify loans with credit weakness. Determine whether loan loss provisions are adequate. Ensure adherence to lending policies and measures. Regular, accurate & prompt reporting to top management should be ensured.

3.2 How to manage market risk
1. Create a transverse asset class diversification.
2. Look for transverse asset class alternatives to diversify.
3. Spread out and diversify securities within each distinct asset category.
4. Cross-stratify your financial institution and fund family diversification.
5. Diversify dynamically in ventures and areas.
6. Switch between fund and portfolio managers to diversify.
7. Diversify across time circle and force of liquidity.

3.3 How to manage Foreign Exchange Risk
1. Diversification: Expansion works best when lenders buy unassociated resources. Related depicts the propensity at resources and costs to move in comparative heading.
2. Currency derivatives: Because they enable investors to lock in predetermined exchange rates for a specified
period of time, currency derivatives serve as tools for managing foreign exchange risk.

3. Currency swap

Currency swaps inter exchange of payments in varying currencies between two trading partners. For proper, currency swaps feature netting. Under which the winning side in the agreement receives one payment at the end of the swap term, will be Netting balances the differences in currency valuations that happened during the swap agreement.

3.4 How to manage interest-rate risk

1. **Matching Assets and Liabilities:** Interest rate risk is the difference in time, credit, mandate between an asset and the liability used to fund the asset.

2. **Asset Matching Considerations:** After writing loans, banks must determine a hard estimate of ability to pay, whether there might be delays in payments and whether credit quality might change thus changing the pricing of the loan. On this basis, a bank will determine how much of the loan to fund.

3. **Making the Interest Rate Balance Work:** The important issue is that the balance of assets and loan demand and the accurate prediction of interest rates will greatly impact the earnings of the bank. Bank profitability must be balanced against regulatory concerns about loan making, liquidity, and loan diversification that banks must address.

4. **Diversify maturities:** The traditional way to hedge against interest rate risk is to spread fixed income investments across the entire yield curve, starting with very short dated maturities to very long-term bonds.

5. **Buy fixed for drifting trades:** By and by, rather than really trading, the distinction between the two capital sources toward the finish of the arrangement is determined and paid to the party to which it's expected.

6. Use genuine rate system some portion of lessening risk is knowing when it is latest. In a manner to learn this is utilizing genuine loan costs, the ostensible financing costs less the pace of expansion.

3.5 How to manage liquidity risk

1. **Short-Term Liabilities:** They portray deposits and debt instruments.

2. **Notational Liabilities:** If notational or off-balance sheet items such as stand by Ic's are activated and new short-term liabilities are created that must be paid

3. **Short-Term Assets:** Short-term assets must be readily available to cover all obligation arising from short-term liabilities.

4. **Short Term assets:** The application of shock analysis scenarios to the short-term needs of the banks are used to determine liquidity risk policy.

5. **Liquidity Risk Plan:** Every bank needs to keep a liquidity risk plan, which outlines the steps it would take in the event of a liquidity crisis.

4. Conclusion

For any business to develop and remain on the lookout, the executives style is a key what's more, Hazard the executives is fundamentally the administration way of dealing with the dangers. Risk is innate in each business and each association needs to oversee it as per its size and nature of activity on the grounds that without it no association can make due in lengthy run. Notwithstanding that the quantum of hazard is higher in finance area than some other area.
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